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Abstract

Fundamentally this article is a survey of applications of lasers. The applications

are divided into six major areas: precision measurements, communications, bio-

logical and medical, other scientific areas, metalworking, and miscellaneous. A

table of the basic characteristics of the major types of lasers is provided so that the

user can be made aware of the limitations and capabilities of lasers. Good examples

of applications in each of these areas are described in some detail to illustrate which

major properties of laser radiation are useful in that particular area. Most of the

discussion pertains to present-day applications but in some instances what appear to

be good future applications are also described. Seventy-two references to the tech-

nical literature that relate to applications are provided.
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Applications of Lasers

I. INTRODUCTION

With the laser, man can now for the first time generate and control coherent

light by making use of electronic transitions in atoms. Many knowledgeable people

have predicted a glorious future for lasers, but others have been considerably more

skeptical. Four years have elapsed since the first working laser was announced,

and fewer than ten different applications today are not a'onnectcd with research and

development. The widest application so far has been in scientific, instrumentation

such as light sources for interferometers and high-energy sources for invwstigating

interactions between photons and matter. Whether this will reriain ak the most

prolific application is difficult to say for it could h. that the best application may not

yet have been thought of.

The primary properties of the laser-directionablty, monochromiaticity, intensity.

and coherency-are reviewed in Sec. 2 of this paper. Sections 3 to 8 deal with actual

and proposed applications. References pertinent to the area covtered appear at the

end of each section.

The applications that depend on a particular property of laser radiation are listed

in Table 1. This is arbitrary in many cases.

(Received for publication 11 August 1964)
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TABLE 1, Applications and primary laser properties

Narrow Optical Narrow Beam High
Coherence Frequency Divergence intensity

Mechanical Measurement x
Standard of Length x
Seismograph x
Rotation-Rate Sensor x
Tracking Systems x
Communications i x
Power Transmission x
Raman Spectroscopy x
Relativity Experiments x
Plasma Diagnostics x
Microscopic Spectroscopy x
Phase Photography x
Defense x
Metalworking x

2. PRIMARY PROPERTIES OF LASER R&DIATION

2.1 Freq*~ee StAiIlly, lIimsity, da" Dimectinality

The four major properties of laser radiation are high intensity, narrow fre -

quency width, directionality, anrJ rnherence. These are summarized in Table 2.

The minimum frequency widths given for the gas and uptically pump,-d solid lasers2

are short-term measurements based on single-frequency operation. For th,

He-Ne gas laser the stability time is on the order of tens of milliseconds lnd for

the ruby laser it is 21sec. The line width of the ruby laser is detv'rmincd by both

the Fourier spectral components of the spike and the thermal drift during the spike.

A detailed measurement of this type has not be,.n made for the tinjection laser, but

calculations and probably spertrometer-limltvd mreisurements3 lildicat,. it is ",

the 10 to 50 Mrps rang. As the pump level ancrt-pies, more rrsonant •iiod.s of tht,

laser cavity are excited. eath of which has the widths indit ated under Minimumn

Frequency Width. but the total spectral rangi (f these diffrrr.nt mod,,s is thafi indi-

cated under Frequency Width at High Power.

The pe;ak power inditated for gis lasers was obtaine-d by pulsing -in argon. gas
4

column with a capacitor discharge4 the duration of these pulses wis ab,-ut 20 ntiw.

At lower power levels. repetition rates tan be on thr ordr of 1000 ppa. For ruby.

500 Mw was obtained5 by using a Q-uswitched systmni (rapid in; rease ill positiv-

feedback in a cavity) followed by a stage of amplififation. the- duration of thig pulse

was about 7 nsec. Energies of 1500j hav- been listed in the adverttsinq laterAtu"'c.

These are difficult to confirm owing to measurennrt proldemis and r-'patAhbmlty of

experiments.

The repetition rate given for the pulsed gas laser does not rpr.sent an. uppi r
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Gas lasers can be built to cover a wavelength range7, 8 extending frim 13 3 1

1G. 133 mm) to 0. 27 p, which is a frequency range of over 500/1. Pulsed noble-gas

lasers filled with a mixture of noble gases now provide for selection of the approxi-

mate wavelP-ngth desired by rotation of a prism inside the laser cavity.

Effciencies are still low when computed in terms of electrical input to cptical

output. Gas lasers should become more efficient as a result of the triode structure

recently developed; the edficiencies of injection lasers should also improve (up to,

say, 50 percent) from present measured values10 of 15 percent.

N,

Figure 2. 1. Optical System for Changing Beam Divergences

2.2 Spti;aI and Temiporal (:oherence

Coherence in the three types of lasers is compared only qualitatively in Table 2

because no quantitative measurements (in the sense of Born and Wolf's 1 1 defini .on) have

to the writer's knowledge been made. A system for quantitative measurements was,

howt•er, recently proposed.12 The meaning of coherence from Born and Wolf's

definition is difLcul. i grasp, so we will discuss the more classical interpretation of

it in terms of spatial and temporal coherence.

Spatial coherence of a wave can b, illustrated by Young's double-slit interference

experiment si )wn schematically in Figure 2. 2. The wavefront spreads by diffraction

from the two slits and interferes on the screen. In particular, at point P the difference

in phase bet- en the two waves originating from the slits is given by

( Lt sineo

(This assumes thw time delay between the two rays arriving at P is much less than
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the temporal coherence time.) When 0 is an even multiple of w, constructive inter-
ference occurs; when it is odd, destructive interference occurs. When the phase

difference between the equal-amplitude waves at the two slits is the same over the
duration of the measurement, there is a constant interference at P and the wavefront

is said to possess spatial coherence. If the phase difference shifts appreciably dur-

ing measurement, the position of the maximum in the neighborhood of P wanders and

shows as a smear; this is what one observes with incoherent light. Thus, when the

wavefront has a given constant amplitude, spatial coherence depends on a definite
phase correlation between two points. When the wavefront is equiphased, spatial co-

he-rence depends on the condition that the amplitude at the two points is the same

function of time.

impinging wavofronts

II sc, t

Slit •

P

Figure 2. 2. Experimental Setup for Measuring Spatial Coherence

"1 !e temporal coherence of a wave train that is known to be spatially coherent
13

can be examined as in the following experiment, As shown in Figure 2.3, half of

the wavefront enters the upper slit and traverses the path to P; the other half of the
wavefront is intercepted by mirror 1, directed to a movable prism that reflects it

to mirror 2, and then reflected toward the lower slit where it interferes at P as in

Figure 2.2. If L = 0, perfect stable fringes are seen on the screen since the wave-
fronts are spatially coherent. As L increases from zero, the wavefront is deladed
by 2L/c (c is the velocity of light) and the interference at P can be studied as a func-

tion of the delay. If no fringes are seen on the screen when L > 0, ther the wave has
no temporal coherence. If the fringes become invisible for to>2L 0c, then t is
the temporal coherence time. 'It can be related to the spectral width Af of the

radiation by
0 Af -M.
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In summary, coherence implies a constant phase difference between two points

on a series of equal-amplitude wavefronts, and a correlation in time between the

same points on different wavefronts. For a high-quality stable gas laser, estimates

have been madeI that L could be as large as 10, 000 miles. In measurements of L0

for ruby lasers13 it was found that L f15m, giving a t of 10"? sec. This is in

reasonable agreement -ith the spike duration in ruby lasers. Somewhat different

measurements on injection lasers indicate that their coherence is not as good as that

of ruby but that it is of course still far superior to that of normal light.

setfiely odwWit swfros screen

, slit.

L

Young. experiment

Pris-

Figure 2.3. Experimental Setup for Observing Temporal Coherence

In conclusion, the radiation from optical masers is not at all like the radiltion

from previously known optical sources, as can be seen from the factors that have

been discussed in this section. Its properties are more analogous to those of a

parabolic antenna powered by an electronic transmitter. Thus, a better overall

viewpoint is that the laser represents an extension of electronic technology by four

orders of magnitudL in frequency.
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3. APPLICATIONS IN PRECISION MEASUREMENTS

The use of lasers for precision measurements depends on the coherence of

the laser beam rather than on its intensity. Because of their superior coherence,

mnarrow frequency, and ability to operate continuously without having to be cooled,

gas lasers will undoubtedly be preferred to solid lasers.

3.1 Meelwical Mesauremeats

The standard type of interferometer used for measuring the quality of optical

components (surface flatness, parallelism of miri ors, and index of refraction

variations in glass) and for measuring distances in terms of the wavelength of light

is the Michelson interferometer. Referring to the illustration in Figure 3. 1, if

the difference d in length of the two arms L1 and L2 is an integral number of half

wavelengths, or if the difference in total path length 2d is an integral number of

full wavelengths, then the two beams will constructively interfere. The condition

for seeing a bright fringe is therefore

2d= lo.

where k is the wavelength of the light being used and k is an integer.

The cadmium red line is a conventional light source that can be used with this

instrument but because its coherent length L0 is short, no fringes can be seen if d

is made greater than 25 cm. If a gas laser is used, however, its excellent temporal

co•erence allows the two mirrors to be separated by 600 ft or more, resulting in a

versatile instrument for measuring small differences over long path lengths. As

an example, take the construction of the surface of a microwave antenna that is to

be 100 ft or so in diameter. Good performance of the antenna depends on surface

smoothness, which has heretofore been difficult to measure. Now, a beam could

be reflected from the surface and brought back to interfere with itself (as in the

Michelson interferometer), the number of fringes counted, and, as the beam swept

around, the precision of the antenna cataloged. The laser interferometer could also

be used for continuous, accurate measurement in machining, say. a large turbine

shaft of a motor generator. Such a measurement is difficult with standard tools but
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with a laser it could easily be done to within x /20 or 3 x 10-6 cm by monitoring

either a reflection from the shaft surface or a mirror mounted on the drive mech-

anism of the cutting tool. The depth of cut or variations in smoothness could

easily be determined by means of an electronic counter and a photomultiplier.

I " , (movwie minrrr)

gmple being
besM 0ittw Investigated Mt

" oreles L

Figure 3. 1. Michelson Interferometer

3.2 Sleoede ofLogk

Experiments by Jaseja, Javan. and Townes2 indicate that a highly stabilized

helium-neon gas laser can detect changes in length as small as eight parts in 1014.

equivalent to less than one wavelength of light in 10, 000 miles. To detect such

changes, the surface whose position is to be monitored must be used as one of the

mirrors of the laser. The output of this laser is then mixed with that of a standard

laser and the beat frequency Af detected. The relation is

Af -AL

In practical application this method of length measurement is too sensitive. Such

small changes in length are not normally required to be known, and their meaning

in a path length of, say, 50 cm, would be difficult to define since AL would be on

the order of a nuclear diameter (10' 13 cm).

It is quite certain that the laser will become a standard of length. Jaseja etQ.2

demonstrated that they could reset one of their gas lasers to within 500 kcps, which

is equivalent to resetability to within one part in I09 . This is already superior to

the present standard of length, and their technique for resetting the laser will probably

improve further.
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3.3 Seismpp*ic Iastrmggiio.

If one of the mirrors of the gas laser is attached to a large suspended mass 3

as shown in Figure 3.2, the instrument can be used as a detector of earthquakes

or underground nuclear blasts since its sensitivity is estimated to be 10 times better

than that of present seismometers. It is capable of covering a wide dynamic range

(107) and a period range of seismic events from 0. 1 sec to 40, 000 sec or longer.

laser
t, the +-

graund

Wmrrars •' trip chert reoorder

Figure 3.2. Seismographic Instrumentation

The instrument works as follows. When a disturbance in the earth occurs,

the mass M moves and differentially shifts the frequency of the two gas lasers.

The output beams are then mixed in a photomultiplier (a square-law device) and

recorded. The beat frequency is directly related to the severity of the disturbance.

The use of two lasers in this manner eliminates the requirement for having a sep-

arate absolute frequency standard.

3.4 Me.... eof R.Ie.. Rawe.

Another device that features gas lasers has recently been developed. It cun

provide extremely accurate measurements over a wide range of ang-lar rotation

rates, detect rotation rates as low as 50 per hour. and has no upper limit. Since

its potential seems greater for use as a navigational aid, its discussion is post-

poned to Sec. 4.9.

3.5 l~Refue.

1. F. A. Jenkins. and H. E. White. Fundamentals of Physical Optics
McGraw-Hill. N.Y.. 1937. p. 68.

2. T.S. Jaseja, A. Javan, and C.H. Townes, Phvs.Rev.Letters 10:0165. 1963.

3. ElectrognIcs I August 1963.
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4. APPLICATIONS IN COMUMNICATIONS

This section is devoted to a discussion of the applicability of lasers to any type

of system that comes under the broad heading of communications. Several existing

applications in this area are considered in detail.

4.1 Applicamlity of Lasers to C•mmIcatles

It is well known in the field of communication theory that the information

capacity C of a signal of average power S in the presence of additive white noise

power N in a channel of bandwidth B is given by

C=Blog(l+ S/N)

This expression Illustrates one reason there is a great interest in lasers for com-

munication purposes: channel capacity is directly proportional to bandwidth-and the

bandwidth for a laser communication system could be as large as, say. 40, 000 Mcps.

This is equal to 0.01 percent of the carrier frequency of 4 X 10 1 4 cps. A bandwidth

of this size would permit 10 million simultaneous telephone conversations or 8000

simultaneous TV programs. It is doubtful that there is a large need for many systems

of this type, but the figures do indicate the attractiveness of the idea.

A system for modulating light with a bandwidth of 10Gcps has been reported. 1

It seems likely that an upper limit might be 20 to 30 Gcps. based on the fact that all

modulators will use microwave components Ind frequency ranges for given com-

ponents are not much larger than this. It is interesting to note that we now liave a

situation in which the problem facing communications researchers is not how to con-

serve bandwidth, but how to make use of all the bandwidth available. This problem

of how to build an extremely wide-band modulator to utilize the large bandwidths of

optical channels is a real one, and will certainly be the limiting factor in the realiza-

tion of an efficient optical communication system.

There are optical communication systems that use incoherent light but the use of

coherent light greatly improves the detection sensitivity if the signal is weak or the

receiver is being operated in daylight. In a conventional optical receiver, the signal

alone is fed into the detector, and noncoherent detection performed. In a coherent

optical receiver, the signal is mixed at the detector with a coherent optical local oscil-

lator reference, and coherent detection performed. The gainn ii•, .•,iavity obtained

with coherent detection as opposed to noncoherent detection can be shownI to be

Ga PnilP s i

for Psi /Pl < 1 , where Psi and P., are the optical Input signal and noise powers.

respectively. If the signal-to-noise ratio is somewhat greater than unity, then non-

coherent detection is sufficient.



A ranging system needs a pulse with a sharp well--defined leading edge so that

an acciirate measurement can be made of the elapsed time. Fast Q-switched laser

systems followed by a stage of amplification can produce optical pulses with a rise

time on the order of a nanosecond. Assuming an electronic detection system in the

receiver that could keep pace with this fast a pulse, there could be a range resolu-
tion of 6 in. This optical radar could easily be used on the ground since the beam
diameter is very small and the divergence angle low. These factors cut down on

spurious reflections from other objects and consequently reduce the background

noise level.

Another distinct advantage in using light as the carrier in a communication sys-

tem is the small size of the equipments involved. To obtain the same angular resolu-

tion as a radar operating with a wavelength of 1 cm, the antenna for the laser system

can be 10.4 times as small for a laser wavelength of Iu. With transmitting and re-

ceiving apertures of this size, relatively small mounts that are highly accurate and

stable can be designed.

4.2 Ruby-La..r Tneking Syatem

A number of ranging systems have been built by various laser research and

development groups in the country. Since this is one of the primary systems uses

of lasers, we will discuss one pulsed ruby-laser ranging system and also a more re-

fined missile-tracking system using a gas laser.

The portable ranging system shown schematically in Figure 4. 1 was developed
by personnel2 at the United States Army Electronics Research and Development

Laboratory. Fort Monmouth, N.J. A Q-switched ruby laser serves as the trans-
0mitter for the system. A 90 ruby crystal 3 in. long and 1/4 in. in diameter gener-

ates a single pulse of 1.0 to 2.5 Mw. The Q-switch system t onsists of a prism

rotating at 20,000 rpm. The pulse duration is 75nsec with a rise time of approximattlv

20nsec. As the pulse leaves the ruby crystal, a small portion of its energy escapes

through the apex of the prism and impinges an a solar cell. The current pulse gen-

erated by the solar cell is used to .jtart a 100o-Mcps counter. Reflected energy from

th., target plus noise is detected by the photomultiplier after passing through the

narrow optical filter centered at 6943A. When the photomultiplier signal becomes

equal to a preselected der ;sion level, the counter is stopped and the distance to th.

target determined from the counter indicator after division by 2. Obviously, the

ranging accuracy is a function of the rise time of the laser pulse and the counting rate

of the counter. A 20-nsec rise time would give an accuravy of t 12 ft whereas the

Indecision of the counter gives a limiting accuracy of 16 ft.

This system is completely portable. The power for the unit is d&-rived from

cadmium-sulfide battcries. The pumping system uses an FX-38A xenon nlashtube

in an elliptical cavity. Cooling is provided by a small axial fan placed at one end of

- -. 4'' •.••.••
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the cavity. The heat generated by the flashtube and absorbed in the ruby rod limits

the firing rate to six times per minute. The unit is quite sensitive to shock and/or

vibration since this can disturb the optical alignment of the prism and the ruby rod.

Under favorable atmospheric conditions, this ranging system is capable of measuring

range up to 12 miles.

4.3 Gas-Lasw Vibalse-Tmbaig S ystem

A more elaborate laser system has been designed by the Perkin-Elmer Corpora-

tion to provide precise trajectory data for various missiles during the early launch

phases.3 It is scheduled to be installed at Cape Kennedy, Fla. The system (called

OPDAR for Optical Direction and Ranging) is intended to provide range, azimuth, and
elevation data over any part of the trajectory from launch to 50, 000 ft. From this data

the position, velocity, and acceleration of the missile will be derived in a cartesian

coordinate system. The allowed tolerance for error in the derived data is extremely

small. For example, acceleration must be measured to 0.01 fps/sec and the position

must be known to within 0.05 ft in the altitude range of zero te 500 ft. Normal pulsed

microwave radars are not capable of this resolution end neither are pulsed laser

systems. If a ranging unit such as described in Sec. 4.2 were to be tried in an attempt

to obtain this accuracy, the time of the return pulse would have to be known to within

0.05nsec, and there are as yet no means for defining pulse shape and measuring some

identifiable portion of it with this precision. Also, pulsed lasers are not yet capable

S of operating at the high repetition rate necessary for the range and angle measurements.

T he prime element in OPDAR is a CW laser (He-Ne; 6328A). It was double-modu-

lated to provide the ranging data, that is. a l-Mcps modulation signal provided range

ambiguity resolutio,- within 500 ft (the system was placed 10, 000 ft from the launching

pad) and a 100-Mcps signal provided ranging data to within 0.005 ft. Phase-snsitentv

detection was used in the receiver s):.tem.

It was necessary to use light as the carrier to permit the usri of xnmall-lap.!rture
radiators and reflectors. The radiating apertur,, was 2 in, in diameter,- for A

wavelength of 6328A this corresponds to a beani divr'rg-ns' of sightly grvate-r than

2 sec of arc. A radar operating at a millimeter wavelength would require an aperture

of about 320 ft to match this performance. Because of the difficulty in. finling an objectj with such a narrow beam. a coarse tracking system 'WAs also used. The larget on the

missile is a trihedral or 'cornftr cubeg reflector 2. 5 in. in diameter.

A large step in the development of an optiva! rommunmiation system using coherent4
detection has been taken by the Sylvania Corp. under an Air Force contract. One

microwave-utodulated gas laser was used as a Sourre. and a sei:ohd one as a local

'I . . .
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oscillator (LO). An all-electronic feedback circuit was used to shift the LO f,-e-

quency, enabling it to track the drift of the source laser. The LA) frequency was

simultaneously shifted 3.0Gcps by single-sideband suppressed carrier modulation. 5

The two beams were then mixed and demodulated with a microwave traveling-wave

phototube. The relative drift rate of one laser with respect to the other was only

3 Mcps/min under laboratory operating conditions. Although this will become much

higher under fi Id operating conditions, the electronic feedback system that enables

the L) to track the source should have sufficient speed of i esponse to follow it.

4.5 Pedama is siing C46~ Li*a fo (m iestiow

The examples cited in Secs. 4. 2 and 4.3 are applications of the laser where its

properties of good directionality of the beam and high intensity are being used. The

ultimate application of the laser in the communications field will use the coherence

properties of the radiation. Recent investigations by a number of groups have shown,

however, that the coherence is severely affected by the atmosphere. It is difficult to

see how this can be overcome, and these deleterious effects may mean that propaga-

tion channels for coherent light communications systems may be limited tc outer space

or evacuated pipes.

Other problems dealing with the laser have yet to be solved. One of the 4nain

ones is to generate high-power single-frequency radiation so that coherent detection

can be used. A sensible approach to solution has been suggested by the Sperry- Rand

Corp. They propose to use a 1. 06-0 line in the He-Ne gas laser system as a source

and then use the 1.06-1 Nd:CaWO 4 laser for power amplification. Since, the gas laser

operates continuously. the long coherence time necessary for a coherent-detection

long-range tracking system can be obtained.

Optical components used in cohernt detection systems must be of ,x,( ellent

quality (say. x/20 or "alter) so that the spatial coherenr of the wave is not degraded.

Droadban tunable lasers for use as local oscillators must be developed to pexrmit

cancelatlon of doppler shifts due to moving targets. Sonme progrrss. in .tddition to

that vited In Sec. 4.4. has already been athieved in this trea." : "IV-n it optical

compone-nts in the transrecriver art perfect. turbulence of thc atmosphere will limit

beam sharpness to several seconds of are.a In add.tion. a great dral of power can

be lost over a long communication link through mole'ular scattering a•nd suatte-ring

due to suspended particles. Quite obviously. communic-ation bets-ern rwaints on the

varth's surface or be'.ween earth and spact- will be limited to c-|ar days,.

One way of avoiding atmospheric disturbances on the earth is to use light pipes

to tranmmit the beam. Recent measurenments 9 have shown that most of the power
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laoises in a ,ystem of this type were due to the I percent loss at the mirrors lised

to reflect the beam, The pipe was not evacuated, the wavelength us'-d was 6328A8.

The estimated loss (lue to the transmoission medium (air) was c ons idevrably less

than 0. 5 percent pe-r transit through the 330-ft pip*..

Say the loss due to tht, air in the pipe, was 0. 1 percenrt pt r 330 ft. Thtin for

power transmission, this system would not bc conipe titi% - with normal povw'er dis-

tribution systems whose losses are considerably smaller than this, If this loss

could be eliminated by uvacuating the pipe, then the systemn would , ompart- favorbly

with standard systems. 10 ssuming a light pipe diamete-r of 12 in. aint! a wavelentgth

of 0. 7$A, the diffraction losses ini tiie, systemi would be onh 0. 05 per( vrit per

20-mile hop.

4.7 Spwee (:.mmunialtioan

It is evident that a numl.er cf the difficulties in propagating coht-renrt optical

radiation can ne overcome if the transmission medium is a vacuumi as it exists in

ouler space whvre- no absorption, scattering, or distortion. of tht- wavefront o~cturs.

"-- ýry probAble application of lasers will therefore bc in communication or power

transmission L lctweeri satellite-s. Here is one area in which thc nornial advantage (of

only a sl..ight di%-%rgencev in a beam be-comes idisadv-antage. sinct, it is difficult to

precisely point a veryz~ narrow beani. Fer one- satel) itt to secirth for another w uuld

be alnost impossible artless it had very good information on where to scan. It the

target was a lens 4 in. in diameter and located one mile away, the solid angle of the

target (of a total of 4r~ steradians) would be only 2. 5 X 1010. l'his wotud be ex*

tremelv difficult to find, it would be even worst- if the sr-arch d-%~ w# wati also narrow-

beamn. To ov..'rcomr this problem ori the ground, the initial s.'arc-hinb' is done with

microwave radars* whose- be-amt divergence ts very largv bY comparision with thAt of

the latitr. Thimt Would riot tit-e aclAtceptahle solut ion in ispatce. thoughi. sim el it would

d -fvat ithe pri .ic.try pur;x.etu of using a ýese for c "inminuria' .01AC. X~ "o%1SA ý solitdion

tn thW Prof&ie1 in OUld be tO fit tht, t ransrint',.ting ftal-Bilu with -4n ojt.a. Al1 %,ystett thAt

e-otd on tonimmand por.fw.u an &tdju1stable ht-amn divt rivn. - A 11ti A f-%* dito'k bop thait

would prrai t A'itsni;zi in or. itit ta-rhge t

Fruom ticis'. other %.a.wpans the- laser would tit in a-,A ulienit vei fte point-tso-

point t-trtmrnur, atlion in spat Thu' beami ian bie so dir.''. tinmiwl he 1 vee'n tt o petntit

that no Putsidter cAn pic k up the information being tr~tnsmnWitte or )Am the ree. civrr.

In atidition, the- tntc-rtnA .erwd a1sat#( ijate i-clulpmnt Art- ye' r% %mall ait , mi-1 oirvv thercfs re-

low In wrighit. This giv-us lascrts a ittrouig idv.Antagie ovwer "lit row.1v svoetrltis sm; I

exce'ss w.i'vgiei is extrevnie'ly undesirable- in sateli~to- instrunimnt-10titn. Inp-tction Liast ra
appear %vry useful in thsia are-a since' they *ould tic tetwur'r-d I-v soedr , ills -kiwi cvan

easily N. -ni'rrWave-11)(Aila1t'd. NX-l ha shownl'fl ntrfst Ini "his *er'a h% -ri~

aont contrai for at 1 veO-min:! slAnt- ratg.' ''oit a, tomuninsu a-ý " te .,nd itn:ooths'-r
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study contract for a deep-space laser tracking system with a minimum range of

50 million miles. There is some doubt, however, as to the usefulness of the laser
10

in this latter area.

4.8 Land and Uinderwater Communications

In other communication areas, lasers are apparently not too useful. They will

certairly never replace the normal megacycle-range carriers of' radio and TV

infcrmation, for the following reasons: (a) large-angle radiation patterns, rather

than directional ones, arc needed, (b) water vapor absorption is too great to over-

come, and (c) the costs would be excessive, particularly when we consider the in-

vestment that citizens ý.lrady have in standard radio and TV gear.

Since the first announcement of the laser, the Navy has been interested in ob-

taining one wh.:se wavelength is in the blue-green region for underwater communica-

tion purposes. This might be acceptable for a short-range communication system,

but !t is estimated that absorption and scattering would limit this distance to no

more than 2 miles under the best transmission conditions. Consequently, this applica-

tion does not look particularly hopeful.

4.9 A Rotation-Rate Sensor

In closing this necessarily brief discussion on the application of lasers to com-

munications, it seems appropriate to describe on( of the best laser applications to

date since it is an excellent example of utilization of the coherence property of laser

radiation. Using a ring type of traveling-wave gas laser, workers13 at Sperry

Gyroscope Company have demonstrated rotation-rate sensing with respect to an

inertial frame of referenc(.. Since a point on the rurface of the earth is continually

changing its direction owing to the spinning of th• earth, the earth's movement

around the sun, and the possible rotations of our galaxy through space, it is not an

inertial frame of reference, and consequently. the ring laser can detect this rotation.

A diagram of this system is shown in Figure 4. 2.

First consider that the ring is not rotating. The resonant wavelengths Xi of the

ring laser are given by
k i*Xi = L,

where ki is an integer (on the order of a million) and L1 is the total length around the

loop. Since waves can propagate in both direct.ions around the ring, angular rotation

in one direction will nmake one path effectively shorter than the path in the opposite

direction. This will cause the resonant wavelengths to be different for the two di-

rections, and their difference will depend on the rotation rate of the ring. The beat

frequency, as detected by the method shown in Figure 4. 2, can be written as

4wA"f=X I
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where A is the area of the ring and x is the wavelength of the light being used.

The rotation of the earth has been detected before in experiments with in-

coherent light, but a laser makes it much easier to do. The real application of

this system will not be as a monitor of the earth's rotation rate, but as a gyroscope.

go oideedn ,OVOS

Figure4.2. Lae Rotonr

The present sensitivity of the ring rotation-rate sensor is 50 /hr, which is about

one third of the earth's rate. Sperry predicts that it will be a straightforward

matter to increase the sensitivity to 0.0010 /hr which will put it in direct competition

with the largest and most sensitive mechanical gyroscopes made tdiay. These

gyroscopes cost about $50, 000; a laser rotation-rate sensor of similar sensitivity

costs perhaps one-tenth the amount. Consequently, this device should generate a

new class of navigation devices.
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5. APPLICATIONS IN BIOLOGY

The study of biological effects resulting from exposure to coherent radiation

is one of the newest fields in medical research. Although only a few initial ex-

periments have been performed, their results indicate that the application of lasers

in this area will be rewarding. Very little is at this time known about the response

of a living cell to coherent radiation, but several well-known medical laboratories

are now studying this. A new Medical Laser Laboratory is now being established at

the University of Cincinnati specifically for research in this area.

5.1 Arms of Study
1

Fine, Klein, and Scott have written an excellent review article on the subject

"Laser Irradiation of Biological Systems," which summarizes laser-related biological

investigations that have been and are being made. The interested reader should consult

this article, especially for its extensive list of references.

The studies1 in this broad area can be grouped as follows: (1) the interaction of

laser radiation with biological systems, (2) application of lasers as aids in under-

standing biological systems, (3) adaptation of laser devices for medical diagnosis

and therapy, (4) assessment of the hazards involved at the power density levels attain-

able by lasers, on both a short- and long-term basis, and development of safeguards,

(5) correlation of effects on biological systems with those on physical systems in

order to assist in an understanding of underlying factors.

More specifically, it has been shown 2 that free radicals can be generated in

animal tissue as a result of laser irradiation. Further studies are required to de-

terinine the nature of these free radicals and whether they differ significantly from

those produced by heating. Studies on the blood group substances indicate that laser

irradiation may enhance rather than decrease the biological reactivity of a molecule.

Enzymes, proteins, single cells from many sources, microorganisms, plant cells,

and intact animals have also been studied. Some specific studies and/or applications

are summarized in the remainder of this section.

5.2 Malilput Tumors

Work that was reported on at the Second Boston Laser Conference (Northeastern

University, August 1963) and the winter meeting of the American College of Surgeons

I
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by McGuff, Bushnell, and Deterling indicates that laser energy has a selective effect

on certain experimental malignant tumors of human origin that have been transplanted

and have thrived in hamsters. Their experiments showed that the laser radiation

produced regression or disappearance of the tumor; effects on normal tissue was

minimal and healing was rapid. It must be emphasized that not all investigators have

observed such effects and thus there is some uncertainty in the conclusions that can

be drawn from these experiments. McGuff et al. have also investigated the effects of

a high-energy laser on one human male that had recurring (after surgery) skin cancer.

The one tumor of three that was fully irradiated disappeared almost entirely; a second

one that received half as many shots from the laser receded by about 45 to 50 percent.

The third tumor, which was not irradiated at all, lost about 20 percent of its malig-

nant cells. Obviously, the results of this experiment are very encouraging, but much

more work must be done before the ultimate usefulness of laser radiation in this area

of medicine is known. Nevertheless, this example illustrites the potential application

the laser has for medical research.

5.3 Cell Irradiation and Cauterization

Irradiation of single cells 3 by 3-p-diameter laser beams has resulted in the de-

struction of several chromosomes; this indicates the possibility of studying genetics

by selective destruction. The laser has also been used as a cauterizing tool on human

beings, and for other local treatment of skin growths and blemishes. It was reported3

that experiments to date indicate the laser to be superior to conventional cauteries in

that it produces faster, clearer cures without secondary infections. Among other pos-

sibilities that have not yet been investigated are sterilization and microsurgery.

5.4 Retinal Surgery

The initial research efforts in this field have been confined to the effects of laser

radiation on the eye. Soon after the first ruby laser was made it was shown 4 that

lesions c,,uld be produced on the retina of the eye of a rabbit with energies on the

order of 0. 1 joule in 10-6 sec. This certainly illustrates the inherent danger in work-

ing with high-energy lasers.

The most immediate application that lasers will have in the biological area

will deal with reattachment of the retina, the light-sensitive membrane on the rear

interior surface of the eyeball. Images focused through the lens of the eye strike

the retinal area and are transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. If the retina

becomes loosened, the individual gradually loses vision in that eye. High-power

xenon arc lamps, which generate a moderately strong white light, have for a number

of years been used in attempts to concentrate sufficient heat in the area of the un-

attached retina to cause it to coagulate and become reattached to its supporting tissue.

I - i
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The difficulty with this technique is that the optical power that can be developed is

limited. Consequently, to develop sufficient heat to reattach the retina, exposure

times of several seconds are required. Also, since the light is heterochromatic it

can not be focused sharply or positioned accurately. The ruby laser is practically

a perfect solution since it can develop a short, intense, monochromatic pulse that

can be positioned more accurately than the white light pulse. This is desirable to

prevent eye damage by misdirected exposure. At least three firms have recognized

the utility of the laser in this area, and are now manufacturing and testing laser

retina coagulators.

In summary, the laser should have an excellent future in the area of biological

applications and medical research. This prediction is strengthened by the develop-

ment of pulsed gas lasers that cperate in the blue and ultraviolet, where molecules

and chemical reactions are considerably more sensitive than in the red. The laser's

future will be partirularly bright if further work substantiates initial findings that

malignant tumors such as melanomas actually regress after irradiation with a high-

energy laser.
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6. OTHER SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS

6.1 Generml Remarks

Many scientists feel that the laser will find its greatest use in the general sciences.

This is certainly so at the present time and whether it stays this way remains to be

seen. The number of uses for lasers in different areas of scientific experimentation

is growing rapidly; high power and ultraviolet lasers are new developments, and

because of the long delay in publication of results, there may perhaps be more applica-

tions that have not been published than have been. Certainly most sales by laser manu-

facturers have so far been to organizations that want to keep up with the laser field,

or are doing research in lasers or associated areas. The number of people doing

"research in associated areas" probably exceeds the number engaged in direct laser

studies. Electrical engineers are rapidly moving into the field of optics and creating

optical analogs of normal electronic circuits. Examples are devices such as optical

modulators, demodulators, optical and infrared detectors, ratio detectors, power

i.
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limiters, optical filters, optical transistors, phased arrays, alld parametric ampli-

firs. Very few of these devices require a coherent source (.n which to operate, and

could consequently have been developed before the laser.

The laser has sparked a renaissance in the field of opt'cs. It is the first signif-

icant device in this field during the past fifty years or mo.• (souie of the best books

on optics were written as long ago as the turn of the cenlury). The laser has in fact

created a whole new field: nonlinear optics. The nonlin,,-arity of optical materials

has been realized for many years, but optical radiation that was sufficiently mono-

chromatic and intense enough to observe such effect. was simply not available. By

using the appropriate type of crystalline material, sc.entists have succeeded in

frequency-doubling with an efficiency as high as 20 percent. For example, by direct-

ing red light into one end of a crystal, they have bvt,•n able to get red light and blue

light with a wavelength of half that of the red light to emanate from the other end.

It seems hardly necessary to point out the iripact that lasers have had on the

study of materials for only through studies of this type are new laser frequencies

created. A number of new types of crystalline -nater.als have been developed for use

as host materials for the rare earth or lantharide elements, and it is quite reason-

able to expect that these new riateri;Us wil find uses other than for lasers. Our

knowledge of the transition probabilities, lifetimes of metastable levels, and general

spectroscopic structure of the rare gasts and rare earhs has certainly improved

since these have become primary sour -e& for the active laser element. For instance,

many laser frequencies cbserv.d when reve gases were used were not predictable

from previous knowledge. Th study of various gas mixtures in a laser cavity de-

signed to operate in the wavulength region from 2 0 u to 3 0 v has shown that in an elec-

trical discharge a population inversion is more common than not. This conclusion is

drawn from the fact that it is relatively easy to make a long-wavelength laser using

almost any gas once the cavity (tube and mirrors) is properly designed.

Describing the subjects discussed above as "applications of lasers" is somewhat

tenuous perhaps, but the examples do illustrate the tremendous impact the laser has

had on many branches of science. The remainder of this section will be devoted to

the cliscussion of well-defined application of lasers in the scientific area.

6.2 Rama Speeroeopy

The atoms of a molecule are never at rest but constantly vibrating about their

equilibrium positions. To a good approximation a diatomic molecule behaves like

a pair of weights connected to a spring, which follows Hooke's law. This vibrating

system is defined by the usual expression relating the vibrational frequency f, the

force constant K, and the masses for a harmonic oscillator. namely,

IK
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where the frequency is expressed in wave numbers, c is the velocity of light, and 1

is the reduced mass of the molecular system. If f could be measured, the strength

of the force constant between the two'atoms in the molecule would be known.

Spectroscopy of the visible range is not difficult since sensitive detectors are

available and there is relative freedom from noise. Most vibrational frequencies

occur in the middle infrared, however, for which sensitive detectors are not avail-

able and where thermal noise presents many problems. The Raman effect thus be-

comes useful because it allows transitions to be observed in the visible region. Any

material that will transmit visible light will scatter it quantum mechanically; this

scattering virtually corresponds to th, absorption and re-emission of the incident

radiation. If the quantum state of the scattering atom or molecule is the same after

the scattering process as before, the frequency of the scattered light will be the same

as that of the incident light. If the scattering center is left in a different state, the

scattered light will have been shifted in frequency according to the expression

f= f+kE/h,

where f, is the scattered frequency, f is the incident frequency, and AE is the

energy difference between the initial and final states. Whether the plus or minus

sign is used depends on whether the scattering center is left in a lower or higher

energy state, respectively.

In Raman scattering the intensity of the shifted radiation is always small com-

pared with that of the incident radiation; also, when AE is small, fI lies close to f.

Raman sources must therefore have high intensities and narrow spectral widths.

These conditions are well satisfied by the ruby laser. A ruby laser having an out-

put of 0. 1 joule was used to observe the Raman effect and found to be about as good

as a conventional red light source. Higher-power ruby lasers should therefore be

very useful Raman sources since they may make it possible to observe lines that

are too weak to be seen with conventional sources. The continuous-wave red He-Ne

laser used as a Raman source 4 offers these advantages over ruby: (1) the Raman

effect is proportional to the fourth power of the optical frequency used, (2) it is more

convenient since it is continuous, (3) its spectral width is smaller . and (4) better

Raman light-gathering geometry can be used. It should be useful for detailed Raman

spectroscopy since its direction, polarization, and frequency are well defined.

It should oe noted that stimulated Raman scattering has been observed. 5 Dis-

covered accidentally in an experiment in which nitrobenzene was being used as the

active material in a Kerr cell, this radiation was found to be coherent, to have ex-

celtent directionality, and in some cases to have an intensity that is 30 percent of

the intensity of the incident beam, Thus, the Raman effect can be used as the basis

0C a technique for creating now laser frequencies.
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6.3 Acoustic Waves Is Solids and Liquids

The large optical electric field of the ruby laser can be used to induce coherent

lattice vibrations in crystals. The process, known as stimulated Brillouin scattering,6

is analogous to Raman laser action but with molecular vibration replaced by an

acoustic wave of frequency near 3 x 10 10cps. The latt-ce vibration is amplified as it
travels through the crystal with the incident light beam; a scattered light beam that

is frequency-shifted is also emitted in accordance with the relations

Soptical " Kacoustic + Kshiftedi and

W optical = 4acoustic + Wshifted

This process may also be viewed as either phonoal maser action or parametric

amplification. The intensity of the acoustic waves generated6 has been approximately

1000 watts. Somewhat different effects have been observed in liquids.7 Since intense

optical fields are necessary to observe such effects, those of the laser will make it

possible to study this process in a wide class of materials.

6.4 Ether nad Rehltivity Expetmnats

One of Einstein's two basic postulates of special relativity was that the velocity

of light was constant in an inertial frame of reference. This can be verified by means

of the Michelson-Morley experiment. The surface of the earth may not be exactly an

inertial frame but this experiment is not sufficiently sensitive to detect the difference.

Soon after the first laser was operated it was proposed that lasers be used to

look for an "ether drift" or anisotropy in the velocity of light since their short-term

frequency stability can be on the order of one part in 1013. A first experiment in this

direction was performed9 by using two gas lasers mounted at 900 to each other and

rotating them to observe whether there was any perceptible change in the beat fre-

quency. It was found that any frequency shift due to an "ether drift* is less than one

part in 10II.which may be regarded as confirmation to about one part in 10 of the

Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction attributed to the earth's orbital velocity. This experi-

ment is several times more accurate than any previous attempt to measure anisotropy

in the speed of light, and will probably be repeated at various time intervals as the

earth moves through space.
If ever developed tn the point where it can be considered to be ar independent

time standard, the laser could be used to verify many ramifications of relativity

theory. Launched Into orbit for a period of years. such a precise time standard would

allow exceedlnu lfallw eceeingy accurate measurements to be made oftime, distance, And gravita-
tional effects.110
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6.5 Gas aW PFle Diegwaiq es

A plasma can be considered to be a high-temperature mixtuLre of ionized elements

having no net charge. Plasmas are of great interest today since they present possi-

bilities for developing power (rnagnetohydrodynamic converters), play a role in space

propulsion, and the ionosphere itself can be considered to be a weakly ionized plasma.

The study of plasmas involves, among other things, gathering data on their tem-

peratures, electron densities, and electron velocity distributions. Placing physical

probes into the plasma to measure some of these characteristics disturbs the plasma
11

and masks proper interpretation of the data. Fiocco and Thompson have recently

observed Thomson scattering of ruby laser radiation (20-joule 800Psec pulse) irom

an electron beam, which illustrates the possibility of using lasers for plasma diag-

nostics. More recently, Schwarz 1 2 has observed scattering of a 0. 1-joule 10" 7-sec

pulse from a nonequilibrium plasma. Since the spectral distribution of light scattered

by the free electrons in the plasma is related to the electron velocity distribution by

the Doppler formula, the Thomson scattering method shows promise as a tool for

plasma diagnostics. The use of fast high-intensity pulses is necessary since the plasmas

change rapidly with time and have a high selfluminosity. The Air Force has let a

contract to develop a precise plasma diagnostic probe. 1 3 The device shows promise

as an inflight instrument for measuring the electron density distribution in the flow

field of a reentering hypersonic vehicle and simultaneously measuring the electron

temperature of the plasma at the same point. The ruby laser is also being ised to
14study Rayleigh scattering from gases; some deviations from Rayleigh scattering

theory have been found as a result of this work.

6.6 W"W"Ole 4WD"""

A new instrument on the market can be used for spectroscopy of microscopic-size

samples without extensive sample preparation. Called the Laser Microprobe, it rep-

resents one of the first industrial or scientific applications of the laser. It incorporates

a Q-switched ruby laser (1.0-joule 10. 6 -sec pulse) whose beam is focused exactly

onto the desired area of the sample being studied, Firing the laver creates a plume

that contains partially ionized elements and chunks of the sample. Since it is a con-

ductAng plasma, its conductivity is utilized to cause a spark gap discharge through it,

which ionizes it more completely. A standard optical system is then used to collect

some of the radiation from the excited ions and focus It onto the slit of a standard

spectrograph. Thus, in one flash of the laser the spectrum of the sample is rerorded.

There are a number of advantages in using a laser this way. First, the sample does

not have to be electrically conducting and so a nonmetal inclusion in a metal matrix

can easily be analyzed in situ; when a laser is not used it is necessary to excise the

nonme sample and analyse it in a cap eluctrode or use some other method to make

it comnucting in order to have a route for the charge to leak off, as from the stanmýrd
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soark-gap exciter. Second, a precise preselected area of the sample cast be analyzed,

whereas the spark-gap exciter produces a broad burn that cannot be constricted. rhe

laser also eliminates the necessity for having direct contact with the sample. The

spot size produced by the laser in this instrument is typically 5 0 U to 8 0M in diameter;

with a better optical system this spot size could be controllable down to, say, 5'U or

up to as large a size as desired. Although this device is discussed under the heading

Scientific Application it will certainly find many uses in industrial areas where quick

and complete spectrographic investigation is necessary.

6.7 DesW 4ppltisUs

If the number of articles published in popular magazines about the death-ray as-

pect of lasers indicates anything, it indicates that man is ever ready to believe that

all things are possiblc. The United States Government is certainly taking a long look

at this possible application, if we can judge from what we see in Aviation Week, i

but it takes a true believer to accept that it will eventually be possible to direct and

focus sufficient energy from the ground onto a target in the upper atmosphere in such

a manner as to destroy it or even alter its course. It is interesting to note that energy

amounting to 1000 joules is not sufficient to boil 1 gm of water. Admittedly, it will

punch a small hole in a piece of steel that is in the focal plane of the lens, but this is

"a far cry from the true death ray or heat beam. Even if it were possible to harness

"a good fraction of Niagara Falls to fill a capacitor bank in order to store up 1010 joules

to fire 10. 000 separate lasers it doesn't seem likely that the device could fire very

often, and any sort of optical system used in an attempt to focus such a bearrn would

certainly have to be replaced after every shot. Muc~h more likely applications will

be for short-ranging units, detection of metal objects in fog or at night, and vision

impairment of enemy ground personnel.

6.8 "Osswomeem of oput"e Ptopwui.eof 11..iuI

Gas lasers, because of their excellent coherence, narrow frequency, and direc-

tionality, allow many optical measurements to be made easier and more conveniently

than normal light sources, They are typically used for measuring thteoptical quality

of laser rods 1 and other large samples of optically transparent material, aberrations

of lenses. 17 and indexes of refraction to within t. 003. They also find use in

schlieren photography-an optical technique fur detecting density gradients in materials,

The gradients (whether they occur in solids, liquids, or gises) produce refractive

index variations that in turn show up as optical image distortions. An example of the

use of this technique is in flow analysis over surfaces in wind tunnels.
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6.9 MIsseImms Seieuile A

6.9.1 INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

A portable gas laser that operates in the visible spectrum and has replaceable

and adjustable mirrors can be an excellent to-ol for use in teaching students the

properties of resonators. coherence theory, diffraction, interference, and the general

properties of electromagnetic radiation. Judging from the number of high school and

college physics laboratories in this country and abroad, there ought to be a good mar-

ket for a low-cost laser of thib type.

6.9.2 STELLAR INTERFEROMETRY

Our knowledge of the universe has come almost entirel., from observations of

visible light and radiowaves from the stars. Infrared aitronomy could supplement

optical &-d radiotrequency astronomy aMd perhaps even prove useful in its own right.

A system has been proposed 19 for doing this by using the high-gain (50 db/m)3.39-v

line of the He-Ne system since it is close to a window in the infrared absorption

spectrum of the atmosphere.

6.9.3 GENERATION OF POWER IN THE FAR INFRARED

At the present time, there are no power sources beyond 13 3 u (. 133 mm) or

above-s ay- 1000 (1m m). Tube development has practically ceased at 0.6mm and

It seems likely that lasers will close the gap. Laser sources have got to . 133 mm

(Sec. 2., Ref. 6) but output powers are very low (less than 10'8 watt). It has been

proposed2 0 that mixing two lasers would generate a difference frequency in the far

infrared; this will certainly not be a very efficient system iut it may produce more

than masers would if they could operate at these wavelengths.

6. 9.4 METEOROLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

High-powtr laliýrs show promise of being useful r'csearch t••is in meteorolotic

studies. Renections of the laser radiation have been detected from stratified layers
at altitudes ot W0 and 120 km; 2 1 it is presumed that this occurrence results from

aeteor dust caused by the breakup of meteors at even hio ter altitudes. Other appli-

cations Lnclude: (1) mas,,rement of clear air 6turbulem*e that is -nvisible to the eye

or microwave radar (such instruments could be installed directly on the aircraft).

(2) stidy of fog purtcl*es. (3) study of ice particl-s in clouds as a means of deternun-

ag air e*ueratwre. wnd (4) meauwement of land mass locations (geodesy).
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7. APPUCAfTONS IN 1ETAVLIOIUNG

7.1 pvopseu.. of Feesd RAdIeti.

Since it is in the metalworking area that the intensity of laser beams is used.

it would be *,ell at this point to review the limiting factors on focusing the radiation

and the intensities that can be obtained.

It is well known from the theory of optics that the focused intensity I as a func-

tion of the rad.us r of a plane, spartally ,.herent. monou-hromiatic wave is given by

r2J I (udaixfl]12
l) oL sdr/lkf J"

where x is the wavelength. f and d are the foc;l length and diarneter of the lens used.

J1(r) is the first-order Bessel fhaction. and 10 ts the intensity At the center (r .0) of

the focused spot. From rdilowave transmission theory, I carn be shown to be

d _

*I)!
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where P is the power of the laser beam, The radius r of the focused spot is

obtained by setting the argument of J 1 equal to its first zero, which is 3.83, that is,

r dr' 3.83

f
r-' = (1. 22 f)

It can be seen from this lWst equation that if f d (the f/number of a lens) is made

equal to 1/2, then the diameter of the focused spot will be approximately one wavelength.

It must be emphasized that this theory is valid for a uniform plane wave whose

extent is greater than that of the lens (for example, in the case of light from a star).

Generally ths theory is not valid for a ruby or glass laser rod with the simplest focus-

ing optics since the wave is not at all plane. In these actual cases the beam divergence

is typically 1 to 30 milliradians. This is caused by the excitation of higher-order

transverse modes (sometimes referred to as 'off-axis' modes) of the laser resonator;

the order of the mode excited is a function of the ratio of the laser rod diameter to

the cavity length. If a microscope objective is used to focus the radiation (assume

a 1-cm focal length) the spot size would be or, the order of 1 0 p to 3 0 0 1. It is still

possible to obtain spot sizes from ruby lasers that approach a wavelength in diameter

by using a suitably small aperture in tht- focusing system. In these cases the above

thcory is valid but considerable energy is wasted.

With P = 500 X 106 watts, the focal length = 1 cm, and the beam divergence = 1 milli-
15 2

radian, the power density will bc 0. 6 X 105 w/cm . This is a power density that is

many orders of magnitude beyond anything obtainable using ay other sourc-4 of radia-

tion. Since this can be concentrated in such a sm,1 spot, it is obvious why the laser

has appl;, ation in the metalworking area, for this is more than sufficient power to

punch a hole in 1/8-in. steel. The hole-burning ability of a high-power laser is usually

demonstrated by the number of razor blades it will burn through simultaneously. The

unit for this measurement is Lie "gillette"; 10 "gillettes" represent a high-power system.

7.2 Theoretical Aspects of Laser-Machining; Hole-Drilling

Many speakers and writers have mentioned the application of lasers to machining

and hole-punching, saying only that it would be useful and not providing an analysis of

the problem. This is certainly reasonable because of the newness of the field and also

because of the difficulty in analyzing the reiction that occurs when an ultrahigh energy
1

becm impinges on a metal. Rothstein, however, has made a semiquantitative analysis

of the problem which qualifies him, better than most people, to make predictions sbout

the usefulness of lasers in this field. The following is a very brief review of part of

his theory on the reaction that occurs.
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The source of radiation considered by RoLhstein is the standard (not Q-switched)

high-power ruby laser that generates many 10-6-see spikes, each of which contains

about 10- 2joule of energy (10+4 watts peak power). Assume the volume involved is a

cube 10 microns on a side, containing about 10 atoms. If the heat energy required

to vaporize an atom is 10 electron volts, and the 10 2joule is equally distributed in

the volume (I joule-- 1019 ev) each atom will absorb 104 ev; this will be more than

enough to cause the small volume to vaporize. If each particle has only I ev more

energy than is required to vaporize it, the effrective temperature of the mixture will

be 12, 000K (at 300 0 K, kT =. 025 ev). The kinetic theory of gases gives as the

pressure: p = nkT, where n is the particle density. From this we can deduce that p

will be about 4000 atmospheres which explains why we see the vaporized material

ejected in the form of a plume. Once again, if we use the kinetic theory of gases and

assume T = 104°K we can compute the average velocity of this plume to be 1 mm/Msec.

Thus, if the next spike from the laser arrives within l/•sec, the thermally ionized

atoms should have moved out of the vicinity of the hole, thus permitting the next spike

to continue the "boring" process. Another viewpoint is to consider the plume as a

plasma. Rothstein shows that the density of this plasma 1j; sec later ought to be low

enough for the laser wavefront to propagate through it unabsorbed.

An important conclusion can be drawn from this analysis: the radiation in the next

spike can propagate through the plasma and bore a deeper hole. There are thus no

strong limitations on drilling depth with a laser as there are for an electron or ion

beam [ which are: (a) the charged particles are badly scattered by the dense vaporized

material, and (b) the evaporated material constitutes a plasma jct quite capable of

turning into an arc discharge under the high-voltage conditions necessary to do machin-

ing with a charged-particle beam. This arcing can be severe enough to destroy both

the sample and the apparatus]. Given the proper time-dependence of the spikes, it

would be expected that the limitationo on drilling depth would be set by the optical prob-

lem of maintaining a narrow beam over the desired depth, or by interference caused

by redeposition of evaporated material on the walls of the hole.

The width of the hole should be controllable by defocusing the optical system used

to focus the beam. The penetration depth should certainly drop at the same time if

a constant-energy source is used. Rothstein has pointed out that it may be possible

to machine holes that are smaller in diameter than the wavelength of light since pe-

ripheral cooling of the focused spot should restrict high evaporation rates to the

central region.

It is unlikely that the laser will be used for the removal of large areas of metal.

Instead, machining applications will more likely be confined to precision-drilling or

perforating jobs. Material hardness does not present a problem since diamond and

sapphire have been drilled. Another advantage in laser metalworking is that the 'cut-

ting tool' can be removed from the workpiece. If need be, the workpiece can be in a

glass-enclosed vacuum.

%
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An example of what a laser might be capable of doing is given by the specifica-

tions on a USAF contract for precision-boring. The laser will measure and control

six bore characteristics: diameter, roundness, taper, camber, bell-mouth, and

surface finish. The accuracy (in diameter) is to be 8 x 10"6 in. for bore diameters

from 0.05 in. to 0.09 in. and 5 x 10 6 in. for diameters from 0.09 in. to 0.25 in.

7.3 SeldedKg and Wolding

The boring process consists in removing material, which a laser is quite

capable of doing. On the other hand, soldering and welding are degraded by the loss

of material; instead of removing material in the soldering, brazing, or welding proc-

esses, material is added to bond the original material together by heat. To prevent

the plume from forming, the power of the laser beam has to be kept low since the

internal pressure in the molten material is related to the temperature of the melt

(p = nkT). What is required then is a laser source having high average power rather

than high peak power. To build a continuous welder, it is estimated2 that a 36-watt

ruby laser could be used if operated at a rate of 100 pulses/ sec, with each pulse

lasting .001 sec. That the state of the art is not far from this is indicated by a paper3

entitled "A High Repetition Rate Laser System ." An average power of 30 watts at a

prf of 60pps was obtained with a 1/4-in. X 3-in. neodymium laser. The argon light

source used was operated at 3000K and air-cooled. The peak power was 1Mw, how-

ever, which would probably blast away the material to be welded but it should be a

simple matter to increase the pulse length and thereby reduce the peak power.

Although continuous welders may be some time away spot welders are being sold

now by several companies. Specifications for one of them are: material, ruby;

cost, $6, 000 to $8, 000; beam energy, 0. lj to 2. Oj (adjustable); repetition rate, 12 ppm

at lj or 9ppm at 2j; pulse duration, 0.5 msec to 1.5 msec; spot size, adjustable from

5 mil to 20 mil. An optical schematic drawing of a laser welder is shown in Figure 7. 1.

An immediate use for these instruments will be in the microelectronics area

where it is necessary (a) to join wires as small as 12A [0. 0005 in. I in diameter,

(b) to weld thin films together, and (c) to connect small wires to films. These capa-

bilities have already been demonstrated.

Energy requirements for spot-welding sheet stock up to 1/8-in. thick are not

so great that welders for this use cannot be built now. Since 1500-j pulses are now

possible, a limiting factor in making good welds may be the pulse shape and duration.

Little quantitative work has been done in this area and little at the present time is

known about the strength of laser-made welds. Investigations are in progress.

7.4 Othe Metalwowklng Applicatlona

Other application areas are the followingt

1. Precision metal removal. The laser has been used to trim metal film
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Figure 7. 1. Optical System for a Laser Welder
(Courtesy of Electronics, July 5, 1963)

resistors 4 to within a tolerance of 0. 1 percent and to remove microgram quantities

of material from balance wheels, and gyro rotors while in motion.

2. Tunnel-diode alloys. 5

3. Electric propulsion. What is the feasibility of propelling space vehicles with

ions that are generated when a laser beam impinges on a piece of tungsten?

4. Generation of large pulse currents.6 By focusing the laser beam onto a

tungsten cathode current, densities of 20, 000 amp/cm2 can be produced.

5. Hermetic seals. The use of overlapping laser weld areas in geometric con-

figurations can form hermetic seals that were exceedingly difficult to obtain prior to

the advent of the laser.
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8. APPLICATIONS IN MISCELLANEOUS AREAS

Several applications have been suggested by a number of people but have not been

developed appreciably at the present time. Since there is little information on these

other than conjecture, they are grouped in the miscellaneous area. Also included are

other applications that do not fit into the six previous categories.

8.1 Optoelectroices aad C(•mputers

The potential efficiency and inherent circuit compatibility of optoelectronic devices

now being developed, such as diode lasers, light-emitting diodes, optical fibers,

semiconductor photodetectors, and 'beam-of-light transistors' seem to indicate that

optoelectronics is the next important area in the electronics field.

Diode lasers can be operated from transistor powLr supplies and easily controlled

by a small current pulse since negative resistance effects have been observed in them.

Optical fibers show large net gains when used to transmit signals; used as lasers, these
2

structures can generate optical logical operations. Another attractive computer com-

ponent would be a four-terminal device consisting of an emitter made from a laser and

a photodiode collector. Since the only coupling between the emitter and collector is via

the laser beam, it would be a four-terminal active device with excellent isolation be-

tween input and output. Circuit designers feel that such a device would have many ad-

vantages over the three-terminal transistor. It should be capable of operating at speeds

approaching 1000 Mcps and have a current gain of close to unity.

There are a host of reasons favoring the use of optics in computers: (1) there is

no charge buildup due to electrostatic potentials, (2) light transmitted in ordinary optical

media is practically free from inductive and capacitive effects, (3) the high-carrier

frequency means high-bit rates, (4) every lens system represents a system for parallel-

processing of information, (5) circuit topological freedom allows easier coupling in

three dimensions than with wires, (6) visual compatibility allows a more direct link

with the operation, (7) high-density storage is possible because of the inherently high

resolution obtainable with optical systems, and (8) read-in and read-out functions with

presently used punched cards would be straightfor ward.

8.2 Display Devices

The diode laser makes possible a new family of display devices, suggesting

a way of replacing, say, a conventional panel meter and indicating or warning light

by a small, rugged, integrated device. 4 In the field of automatic control, graphic

displays of system operating conditions and malfunctions are as essential as they are

in aircraft and space vehicles. The high brightness, high efficiency and small size

of the diode laser (assuming it can be made to operate without the necessity for cooling)

can be used to advantage in these areas. Large-area diode displays could replace the

______________________
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relatively bulky, fragile, low-brightness, low-efficiency, cathode-ray tube. The

replacement could be a matrix of diode lasers, any single element of which could

be sel' cted by applying a voltage between the proper row an.do . Cz• ISn-u a:s-

plays could be made by developing a proper sequence code to drive the diodes.

Alphanumeric displays could be constructed by using suitable gating and control

circuitry, and would be similar to the currently available electroluminescent dis-

plays but superior to them in terms of brightness, life, and speed.

Another approach to display systems is through electronic beam deflectors. 5

These make use of electrically induced birefringence in crystals; estimates are that

as many as 106 deflections/sec are possible. Ten of these crystals in series could

produce 2 possible positions.

8.3 Phase Photgaphy

Normal photography uses only the intensity of the light from an object to form

an image. Thus, half of the available information-the phase-is not used. A photo-I 6graphic process that uses this information has been perfected by Acientists at the

University of Michigan. It yields excellent image contrast and allows high magnifica-

tion. In conventional microscopes, magnification is dependent on glass lenses and

even the best of these produce some distortion. The new technique would avoid these

distortions since no lenses are used, and would produce clearer, sharper images.

The technique consists of two steps. First, coherent light is transmitted through

or reflected from an object, and recombines on a photographic plate with laser radia-
6tion that by-passed the object; the mathematical analysis shows that what is recorded

on the plate is the Fresnel diffraction pattern of the object. Second, after the photo-

graphic plate has been developed, it is illuminated with coherent light; the desired

image then appears at a certain distance from the plate. (The writer does not expect

the reader to understand the process from this intensely abbreviated description; the

process is quite complicated and the interested reader should consult Ref. 6 and Ref. 7.)

The greatest use for this system will probably be found in the laboratory where high-

quality reproduction or magnification is desired. The ideas embodied in this technique

could also be of use in producing clearer and sharper x-ray films since x-radiatlon is

also coherent.

8.4 Chemical Applications

As a direct result of making lasers, much information has been obtained on the

spectra of the inert gases and rare earths and on the transition rates between the dif-

ferent allowable electronic levels of these atoms, but no new publications have appeared

on the Ochemistry" of these elements or on the influence a laser might have on a chemi-

cal reaction. Since chemical reactions are intimately involved with the energy level

structures of their atomic and molecular constituents, dissemination of the increased

t
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knowledge of energy levels brought about by lasers could perhaps aid in understanding

the processes involved in some reactions.

A much broader area of discovery would be the use of a laser as a selective
catalyst in a chemical reaction. Nearly all chemical reactions are now triggered by

thermal agitation of the atoms and molecules, which appears to be a rather crude

technique. Heat will excite every atom in the mixture, but irradiation by a laser

beam would excite only those atoms that had absorption bands at the laser frequency.

Although such experiments sound academically interesting, it is not known at this

time what their ultimate usefulness will be. It is somewhat surprising that no work

has been reported in this area, but this may simply reflect the fact that it takes time

for progress in one field to influence another. Certainly, a desirable tool in chemical

research would be a tunable laser that would permit many interesting investigations

such as of bond strengths and absorption characteristics. This development is unlikely

since many lasers would probably have to be used at different, discrete frequencies.

The largest range of tunability that the writer is aware of is 100A.

3.5 Ligk Sewc

8.5. 1 LIGHT BULBS

The possibility of using injection lasers for light bulbs is not nearly so far off

since laser emission in the blue (4560A) has been detected from SiC.8 On the validity

of this claim there is a difference of opinion9 among scientists. Be that as it may,

the diode laser still has an excellent future as a light bulb. The efficiency of standard

light bulbs is approximately 10 percent and, as we know, they burn out. A diode laser

such as SiC should be able to operate without having to be cooled. It could be con-

nected directly across an ac line and operated as a light source that does not wcar out,

with an efficiency of, say, 30 percent. The coherent monochromatic radiation that

would be produced could be converted to heterochromatic light by surrounding the laser

with the proper type of phosphor that would absorb the laser light at 4560A and then

reradiate it over a band of frequencies determined by the type of phosphor used. 10

As mentioned above, SiC may not be the type of laser that will be used in this applica-

tion, but its operating properties are typical of the type of semiconductor that will be

used, and the example serves to indicate the possible simplicity of the application.

8. 5.2 HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY

The application of the ruby laser in high-speed photography has already been

demonstrated. Using the normal spikes from the ruby laser as the source of short,

high-intensity flashes. Yajima e_ . 11 directed the laser beam onto the surface of a

circular mirror and then fired a bullet in front of the inirror. The illumination was

very even. and clear photographs of the bullet moving at 170 m/sec were obtained.
Since Q-switched lasers can produce spikes as short as 7 x 10.9 see, they could be

I_ • II . .. •-.. . .. _ .. -J'L ... ..
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used to capture an object moving at 80 miles/sec (a factor of 10 faster than a

satellite) with little blur.

8.5.3 MICROGRAPHY

The high intensity and directionality of the laser beam allow intense illumina-

tion of small areas or objects. Courtney-Pratt12 took a microphotograph of a

metallic surface under high magnification by means of a single flash from a ruby
1,ser, and found the laser much faster than the most intense flashlamp available.

He also demonstrated that the light from the ruby laser is useful for studying details

of topography; when the surface to be studied is placed in approximate parallelism with

a known or reference surface and illuminated with the laser beam, high-contrast stable

fringes are produced. Until now the standard technique has been to use a mercury dis-

charge lamp, which is sufficiently monochromatic but because of its low brightness re-

quires long exposures producing fringes that tend to be fuzzy owing to vibration and

heating effects. Where the laser was used, the exposure time was reduced by a factor

of 20, 000 and sharper fringes resulted.
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S 9. C:ONCLtJ!1ONS

It is apparent that lasers have not yet lived up to the expectations people had for
them when they were first developed but are still *a sotution looking for a problem.'

Comparisons between the laser and the transistor in the area of applications are not

justified since the transistor found immediate uses simply by replacing vacuum tubes.

s~m•Lss mi l • - Ni
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Such a broad-based application does not exist "-,'r the laser, and it will consequently

take considerably longer than was initially expected for a market to develop. Whether
the dollar volume of lasers will ever approach that of transistors is not known. At

the moment it appears that the greatest use for it will be as an instrument for sci-
entific and medical research, and for performing many tasks in a much more effective

manner than could be done with a conventional light source.

_ _ _>1
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